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Microbial DNA tells route of groundwater
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To chase the route of heavy rainfall in mountain may give us a key to develop our understanding on landslide
in relation to hydrological sciences. We propose microbial analysis of groundwater for this purpose as a new
indicator following its chemical and physical analyses (Segawa et al., 2015). Chemical and physical analyses
show us feature of the examined groundwater, but after blended as examined groundwater may contain various
waters originated from different geological layers. In contrast, microbes being particles, may represent the site
where they were incorporated into the examined groundwater.
We conducted intensive observation on the route of groundwater in Mt. Fuji, a stratovolcano with a peak of 3, 776
m a.s.l., to reveal the impact of heavy rainfall exceeding 300 mm per event which was caused by typhoon. Stable
isotope signature of the groundwater taken from spring at the foot of 726 m a.s.l. showed very fast movement
of groundwater after a few weeks of the event. The estimated average discharge height was 1,700-1,800m.
Concentration of silica of this spring water decreased lower than before, suggesting the examined water with huge
amount run through silica rich soil layer fast diluting its concentration. In addition, the density of microbes in
spring water sharply increased at that time and dropped down soon to the ordinal concentration. Furthermore, DNA
analysis of those microbes clearly suggested that this increasing was mainly supplied with microbes inhabiting
in soil environment and were extracted from soil particles with strong water current. Thus, the water provided by
heavy rainfall exceeding saturation for the retaining capacity of the water in the surface layer run through the very
shallow part of geological setting, which may lead to cause landslide. Though the geological setting is different,
we experienced a miserable landslide causing a death of 77 people happened in Hiroshima in the west of Japan in
2014 was initiated by the heavy rainfall exceeding 200 mm within 3 hours. We are on the stage required to search
a possibility to warn landslide from hydrological observation of the groundwater, and this would be done not only
by chemistry but microbiology.


